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Introduction 

I have long had a fascination with the mystical Venetian Carnivale Masks and, in 

particular, the Jesters, and thought it would be interesting to base a tutorial on some 

artwork from this subject. The reference photo for this art was taken by Simon Monk 

(flickr creative commons) and was used with his very kind permission. 

This artwork was created as an ACEO (Artist Card Editions and Originals) which means it 

was only 2.5x3.5 inches in size but you can see within this tutorial that even though the 

original artwork was so tiny it stands up to enlarging quite well. Drafting film is perfect 

for creating these small artworks because of the ease with which you can achieve a high 

level of crisp detail.  

Drafting film is 100% surface, which is durable, translucent, extremely smooth, and an 

absolute joy to work with for pencil work. It does not discolour, is not affected by 

moisture or humidity and is archival quality. It does take a little getting used to because it 

doesn’t accept quite as many layers of pencil as some other surfaces – generally it will 

accept 4 to 5 layers if you use a gentle layering effect.  

You will find drafting film available at most large art supplies stores and also online. 

Within Australia, drafting film is available from most Eckersley’s stores, however if 

ordering online you need to buy a minimum of 100 sheets – you can buy them by the sheet 

in store. You can also purchase them by the sheet online from Draftex. In the US, Grafix 

offers either a student grade drafting film in pad form under the name of Dura-lar, or their 

artist grade film, which can be bought either by the sheet or roll from Dick Blick’s. If your 

budget allows, always buy the double matte film in the heavier weights as this allows you 

to draw on both sides and the heavier weight films are less likely to crease and are easier 

to handle. Within the UK, the film is sold as Polydraw  

 

You will find that within the US Grafix sell Duralar which is an acetate/mylar combined 

surface and is much smoother than the 100% polyester drafting film sold by Grafix. Some 

people prefer the smooth clean look of the Duralar over the Drafting film which has 

slightly more tooth, however it is possible to get more layers on the drafting film.  

 

 

 

 

https://www.eckersleys.com.au/products/art/paper/graphic/rapidraw-film
http://www.draftex.com.au/p/papers-film-for-manual-drawing/drafting-film/drafting-film/
http://www.dickblick.com/products/grafix-drafting-film/
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Materials List 

• Faber Castell Polychromo Pencils: 101 White, 102 Cream, 113 Orange Glaze, 

117 Vermilion, 118 Scarlet Lake, 121 Pale Geranium Lake, 126 Permanent 

Carmine, 129 Pink Madder Lake, 130 Dark Flesh, 131 Medium Flesh, 132 Light 

Flesh, 158 Deep Cobalt Green, 169 Caput Mortuum, 172 Earth Green, 177 Walnut 

Brown, 180 Raw Umber, 181 Payne's Grey, 184 Dark Naples Ochre, 186 

Terracotta, 187 Burnt Ochre, 188 Sanguine, 192 Indian Red, 194 Purple, 199 

Black, 217 Middle Cadmium Red, 219 Deep Scarlet Red,  225 Dark Red, 230 Cold 

Grey I, 231 Cold Grey II, 232 Cold Grey III, 233 Cold Grey IV, 234 Cold Grey V, 

250 Gold, 252 Copper, 263 Caput Mortuum Violet, 280 Burnt Umber, 283 Burnt 

Sienna, 298 Warm Grey II 

• Double Matte drafting film 

• Kneadable eraser 

• Zig Millenium 03 permanent black marker or Sakura Microperm 03 pen. 

• Sharp craft or exacto knife 

• Prismacolour colourless blender 

• Jac paper (only if you want to make a seamless ACEO or ATC card)  

• Backing board (I use white polypropylene card) 

• Soft brush for brushing away pencil dust 

• Paper towel to place under your hand so skin oils don’t transfer to the film 

The Jac paper and backing board are optional as the drafting film is quite a thin weight 

paper, however, does tolerate a fair amount of handling without damage. 

 

 
 

A small sample of drafting film with a coin placed behind it. 
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Line Drawing 
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Transferring Your Image 

Use your preferred method to transfer the line drawing onto the drafting film. I placed the 

reference photo directly under the film and used a light box and Burnt Umber to do the 

outline.  Oil based pencils such as the Faber Castell Polychromos tend to adhere better to 

the drafting film than some of the wax-based pencil brands which can move around on the 

film. 

Filling in the Black Background 

At this stage, the ink is added to the darker areas using an archival quality permanent 

marker. Always test your permanent marker on a small piece of drafting film prior to use, 

as some markers will not be permanent on the film even if they state they are permanent 

markers. Some also react differently to the fixative. I have found the Zig Millenium to be 

very reliable, but they can be hard to come by. Although there is a background visible in 

the reference photo, I decided to leave the background plain black, so all the focus is on 

the mask. Since completing this artwork and tutorial many years ago, I have since 

discovered the Sakura Microperm pens. These are excellent when you need to use a 

marker or ink on the film as they don’t smudge and dry instantly. 

You can work on both the front and back of the film for a really solid consistent black. If 

you feel the black ink looks too different to the rest of the artwork once you have finished 

the mask, then you can go over the ink with black pencil. Alternatively, you can do the 

entire background in pencil only. The Lyra Rembrandt black gives a lovely matte finish on 

the film with minimal pencil marks and so this may be an option if you prefer not to try 

the ink. 
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Working on the Face 
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Drafting film is less receptive to accepting any medium, if it has grease or dirt on it, so one 

hint is to have a matte board with the centre cut out and place that over your artwork while 

you work. This helps to prevent your fingertips from touching the drafting paper and also 

minimises smudging. If you look closely at the top right corner of this scan you might be 

able to see my fingerprint when I have handled the film before the ink had thoroughly 

dried. 

Pencils Used 

Face, skin, nose:  101 white, 129 pink madder lake, 130 dark flesh, 132 light flesh, 

181 payne's grey, 230 cold grey I, 231 cold grey II, 232 cold grey III, 233 cold grey IV, 

234 cold grey V 

Start by filling in all the white areas on the face of the mask using a fairly heavy touch. 

Gradually add shadows by starting with the lightest of the cold greys and working up to 

the darker of the greys - these include the shadows and tones that form the nose. Use the 

flesh colours to add a little warmth to the shadows. Payne's grey was used to add subtle 

cracks into the porcelain of the face. When doing any white work on the drafting film, it is 

easiest to have a black or dark piece of card behind the drafting film, so you can pick out 

the white areas that need to be done, allowing for more accuracy. Keep your pencils as 

sharp as possible – drafting film is so smooth that you will find your pencils hold their 

points quite well, without the need for constant sharpening   

Lips: 101 white, 199 black, 169 caput mortuum, 180 raw umber, 187 burnt ochre, 188 

sanguine, 263 caput mortuum violet, 283 burnt sienna 

Begin with the white highlight on the bottom lips and then starting with the lighter colours 

gradually built up warmth and shadows on the upper lip and around the edges. 

Mask: 101 white, 169 caput mortuum, 180 raw umber, 181 payne's grey,186 terracotta, 

187 burnt ochre, 188 sanguine, 192 indian red, 199 black, 233 cold grey IV, 250 gold, 252 

copper, 263 caput mortuum violet, 280 burnt umber, 283 burnt sienna, 

The next step is to draw in all the swirls and details on the area around the eyes. Start by 

drawing in the swirls in white and then gradually build up the colours, working from light 

to dark, and shades around the swirls to really make them stand out and give them 

dimension. Small amounts of colour may be added to the swirls to make them seem more 

natural. Outline the swirls and add shadows – it is important that the swirls appear raised 

against the metallic looking background. 
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Collar and Headpiece 

Collar and head piece: 18 terracotta, 102 cream, 113 orange glaze,  117 

vermilion, 118 scarlet lake, 121 pale geranium lake, 126 permanent carmine, 130 dark 

flesh, 131 medium flesh, 158 deep cobalt green, 169 caput mortuum, 172 grey green, 177 

walnut brown, 180 raw umber, 181 payne's grey, 184 ochre, 187 burnt ochre, 192 indian 

red, 194 purple, 199 black, 217 middle cadmium red,  219 deep scarlet red, 225 dark red, 

233 cold grey IV, 250 gold,  252 copper,  263 caput mortuum violet, 280 burnt umber, 283 

burnt sienna, 298 warm grey III,  
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The next step is the collar and headpiece. It is best to draw in all the white areas first as 

these areas will then be more resistant to colour, meaning you are less likely to 

inadvertently add colour to areas that really need to be left white. Follow this up by using a 

range of the lighter, warmer reds to fill in the areas directly around the white swirls. 
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The next process is the most time consuming. Working from lighter colours to darker 

colours, shading and toning are added. Shadows in the red areas were added in with some 

of the darker reds and browns. Highlights on the swirls were added in with copper, gold 

and walnut brown. Sometimes a little bit of cream and medium flesh were added also. The 

bells were done by adding white highlights first and then filling in the areas around the 

highlights with terracotta, burnt ochre, walnut brown, gold and black. 

The trim around each of the triangular sections of the collar and headpiece had quite a bit 

of teal and purple in it, so after adding any whites to the trim, the next stage is to draw in 

highlights with deep cobalt green and purple. The trim was then filled in using a 

combination of walnut brown, payne's grey, warm grey III and burnt ochre. 

You may find that there are times where you need to remove some colour in order to give 

the swirls some definition and detail. This can be done in a couple of ways. You can 

gently scratch away excess colour from the drafting film using a sharp craft or exacto 

knife, or the other method I use is to remove colour with the Prismacolour colourless 
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blender. Whereas on regular paper, the blender will burnish and blend the pencil, on the 

drafting film, the colour is lifted off the film. It is important to remember that this also 

leaves a coating on the drafting film that leaves it non receptive to any further pencil work, 

so reserve this technique for areas that you definitely want to keep white. The drafting film 

also erases very cleanly so you can use a Tombow Mono Zero eraser to remove areas of 

colour, however you may also find that this removes some of the tooth of the film and that 

it will resist further application of colour in these areas. 

You will notice on the progressive images of the artwork that the black background has 

faded. At this stage the background is reworked, either with a black pencil or by going 

over the area with the black permanent marker again. You will need to test this process on 

a spare piece of drafting film, as some permanent markers may lift off if reworked with 

another layer of permanent marker. Be sure to do your test patches first so as to avoid 

spoiling many hours of hard work. Another way of applying the background is by painting 

on some liquid acrylic ink. This comes down to personal preference and whichever 

method you prefer.  

At this point your artwork is complete, and you can apply some fixative if you desire. The 

Faber Castell Polychromos are oil-based pencils, which means they adhere very well to the 

drafting film with minimal smudging. The workable fixative will give your artwork more 

permanency, but the spray will also leave a slight glaze over your artwork, which is only 

apparent in very bright lights. Again, this is something you should test on a spare piece of 

drafting film. 

Artwork done on drafting film doesn’t necessarily need to be backed onto a backing board, 

but it does add some durability to your work if you do. The following process for backing 

was the one I used when creating ACEO cards or artist cards where I wanted a firm, card 

like finish without any edges: I usually back my film after I have transferred the image and 

before progressing too far on the artwork, as it can be a tricky process. My own method is 

to use jac paper, which is a double-sided adhesive paper. After peeling off one side of the 

paper, it is easiest to apply the jac paper to your sturdy backing board first and ensure there 

are no bubbles between the adhesive paper and the backing board. Then peel off the top 

layer and carefully lay your drafting film down (I generally lay the middle down first and 

then let the drafting film drop down from there).  This process can be fraught with 

challenges as dust particles and bubbles will often appear under the film. Smaller bubbles 

can often be smoothed out or burst with a very fine pin. If there are too many bubbles, 

particularly large ones then you may need to start again. Dust particles under the film are 

not a problem if you are going to work over the whole area in colour but are definitely not 

pleasant if you plan to leave some areas natural. Drafting film is my favourite surface to 

work on, but it is not without its problems. Other artists simply attach the drafting film to a 

backing board with two pieces of hinge tape, which in many respects is probably a safer 

way to go. 

If you are doing a larger piece, and do not need a borderless finish, I would recommend 

using photo corners or acid free tape to attach you completed artwork to a smooth surface. 

I usually back it to a white backing board such as mat board, or white polypropylene card 
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but you can also use a coloured backing board and you will find that because of the 

translucency of the film and to some degree the pencils that, depending on the colour 

backing board you use, each colour gives your artwork a very different look. When 

framing your works on drafting film it is best to use a mat board around your piece so that 

the artwork is not resting against the glass. 

I do hope this tutorial has provided some helpful hints on working with coloured pencils 

on drafting film. If you have any questions about this tutorial, or have picked up any 

errors, please don’t hesitate to contact me. 

 

I have listed all the coloured pencil brands and colours that I used to create this artwork, 

but you can achieve similar results using the colours and brand that you favour. It isn’t 

necessary to go out and buy a whole lot of new pencils to complete this tutorial. You can 

purchase the Coloured Pencil Conversion Charts which will assist you in determining 

which colours to substitute from your own brand. 

Happy Drawing!!! 

 
Please note, this tutorial is intended for personal use only and is not to be sold or reused in any manner 

other than those approved by the author. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Completed artwork 

 

http://www.karenhullart.com/Coloured-Pencil-Conversion-and-Comparison-Charts.php
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Other Tutorials 
 

The following pages include images and links to tutorials on my website at 

www.karenhullart.com.  

As thanks for purchasing this kit you can use the code 5ed7c490b3 to get 10% 

discount off your next purchase. 

 
 

     

    

    

http://www.karenhullart.com/
http://www.karenhullart.com/Coloured-Pencil-Conversion-and-Comparison-Charts.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Watercolour-Pencil-Conversion-Comparison-Charts.php
https://www.karenhullart.com/Splash-Tutorial-in-Coloured-Pencil.php
https://www.karenhullart.com/Ruby-Tutorial.php
https://www.karenhullart.com/Step-by-Step-Tutorial-Amber-Cat.php
https://www.karenhullart.com/Realistic-Landscapes-in-Coloured-pencil.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Creative-Colour-with-Realism.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/The-Apprentice-Tutorial.php
https://www.karenhullart.com/The-Assistant-Tutorial.php
https://www.karenhullart.com/Black-and-White-Portrait.php
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http://www.karenhullart.com/Whimsical-Bee-Tutorial.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Easter-Bunny-on-Wood.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Peacock-Tutorial.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Dachshund-Tutorial.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Blue-Eyes-in-Pencil-on-Film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Coloured-Pencil-Basics-for-Artists-of-All-Levels.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/How-to-Get-Black-Backgrounds-in-Coloured-Pencil.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/White-Dog-in-Coloured-Pencil.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Darker-Skins-in-Pencil-and-Pitt-Pens.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Orangutan-in-Pencil-and-Pitt-pens.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/3D-Landscapes-n-Coloured-Pencil.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/3D-Flowers-in-Coloured-Pencil.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Rainbow-Lorikeet-in-Markers-and-Pencil.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Tiger-in-Ballpoint-Pen.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Cat-in-Pyrography-and-Coloured-Pencil.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Older-People-Portraits.php
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http://www.karenhullart.com/Pippa-on-Black-Mat-Board.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Coloured-Pencils-on-Canvas.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Still-Life-on-Mat-Board.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Cat-in-Scratch-Art.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Working-in-Coloured-Pencils-on-Wood.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Collie-in-Coloured-Pencil.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Tabby-on-Drafting-film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Colouring-your-Scratch-Board.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Sepia-Portrait-in-Coloured-Pencils.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Graphite-Cat-on-Drafting-film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Child-in-Pencil-on-Drafting-film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Still-Life-on-Drafting-Film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Selective-Colouring-in-Graphite-Portraits.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Portrait-with-Zest-it.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Cat-on-Drafting-film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Meerkat-on-Printed-Stonehenge.php
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http://www.karenhullart.com/Cat-on-Mat-Board.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Animating-your-Animals.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Little-Flower-Girl-on-Drafting-Film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Pug-on-Drafting-film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Graphite-baby-on-Drafting-film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Eye-on-Drafting-film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Carnivale-Mask-on-film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Graphite-Dog-on-film.php

